Introduction
Aeroballistic ranges, such as the Hypervelocity Free-Flight Aerodynamic Facility (HFFAF) at NASA Ames Research Center, provide invaluable data for flow-physics studies and for verification of computational fluid dynamics codes. These facilities can be operated over a wide range of Reynolds numbers, Mach numbers, and enthalpies, and they have two advantages over other types of ground-based facilities: 1) the freestreams are known and uncontaminated, and 2) the models are in free-flight; hence, there are no sting effects and the base flows are correct. Aerodynamic, flowfield, radiation, and impact studies can all be conducted in ballistic range facilities. For these studies, model positions and orientations must be known. In the HFFAF, as well as in many other facilities, these measurements are obtained from a series of orthogonal view shadowgraphs that are taken at known times as the model flies down the range. An example of a shadowgraph which has been digitized is shown in Fig. 1 . Recorded in these shadowgraphs are silhouettes (images) of the fiducial lines and model. The relative positions and orientations of these images are found by "reading" the shadowgraphs.
Since the locations of the fiducial lines in the ballistic range are known, the position and orientation of the model image can be transformed into the range coordinate system. The accuracy of these measurements affects the quality of the final results, particularly in the case of aerodynamic studies. Aerodynamic coefficients are determined by fitting calculated trajectories to model position and orientation measurements, i In recent studies, measurement errors have limited the quality of the aerodynamic results in at least two cases: a revisitation of Pioneer-Venus ballistic range data with a Mars mission application 2 and a study of the Aeroassist Flight Experiment trim angle. 3 In the first case, the measurement errors for some of the runs were on the order of the lift induced swerve motion, and the lift coefficient could not be determined.
In the second case, large errors in the position measurements limited the accuracy of the lift coefficient.
Large measurement errors can also mask deficiencies in the functions used to model the aerodynamic coefficients.
If the modeling functions do not provide good descriptions of the aerodynamic coefficients, the difference between the calculated and measured trajectories has a functional dependency.
This dependency can be used to check the validity of the aerodynamic modeling only if the measur_mo-_ _rrnr_ _r_ less than the errors introduced by the modeling function.
( In many shadowgraphs there is variation in the image exposure; for example, the top of the shadowgraph may be darker than the bottom. When this occurs, the gray-scale values defining the fiducial line vary along the length of the line, and the first method will define only a portion of the line (Fig. 3a) . However, the second-derivative method will define the entire length of the line (Fig. 3b) Two methods are used to prevent the inclusion of unwanted pixels by the line-identification procedure.
First, the average width of the line is calculated and continually updated.
If any identified segment of the line is too broad or too thin, the pixels that define that segment are not included.
Second, the equation
is fit to the segments of the fiducial line which already have been identified. This equation is then extrapolated to a new segment of the fiducial line, and the pixels associated with this new segment are identified.
If the identified pixels do not agree with the extrapolated position of the new segment or if the width of the newly defined segment does not agree with the average width of the line, the pixels are discarded.
For example in Fig. 3b gaps occur in the pixels identified with the fiducial lines when the width of the line or the center of the line does not agree with the predictions. By continually updating the equation for the line, the location of the next segment can be predicted, the search for pixels can be centered about this prediction, and new segments of the line can be identified even if they are separated from the previous segment. Once the pixels associated with the fiducial line are identified, a weighted, least-squares method is used to calculate the slope and intercept for the line. The equations for the slope (m) and
where the summations are over all of the pixels identified with the line, and the weighting function, o)i, is a function of the fraction of the pixel covered by the line. In Fig. 4 an example demonstrating the effect of finite pixel size on the shade of the individual pixels is shown. If the pixels are infinitesimal, thereis a sharpdelineationbetweenthe imageand background, and all of the pixelsassociated with the imageare the samecolor.If the pixelsare finite, the edgeof the image coversa fraction of the pixel. The shadeof pixels at the edgeof the imageis somewhere betweenthat ofthe interiorpointsandthe background shade, andit is proportional to the percentage ofthe pixel covered by the image. For real shadowgraphs the fractionof the pixel covered by the fiducialline is a functionof the differencebetweenthe pixersshadeandthe background shade. In Eq.2 the weightsare simply givenby this difference. The background colorhas a constant valueif gray-scalevaluesare used to definethe line edge.A local value of the backgroundcoloris usedfor the second-derivative method.This local value is the averagegray-scale valuejust outsidethe definedboundaryof the line. Irrespectiveofthe definitionof the background color,the pixelsnearthe centerof the fiducial line are typically muchlighter than the backgroundcolorand are weightedmoreheavily. The accuracyof the line locationis greatlyimprovedby using theseweightingfunctions. 
The weighting functions are identical to those used for the fiducial lines. The center measurements define the center of the image and not the center of mass for the model. Therefore, a known translation must be applied to these measurements.
Film-Reading Measurements
Both simulated images and real shadowgraphs were used to test the film-reading software. In this section, the results are presented for simulated fiducial-line and cone images, for a scanner calibration using digitized parallel lines, and for actual shadowgraphs taken in the HFFAF.
Simulated
Images Straight lines that were computer generated and rotated by a known angle were used to represent digitized fiducial lines. Examples of a sharp line, a fuzzy line, and a fuzzy line with noise are shown in Fig. 5 . In all three cases the film-reading software accurately identified pixels associated with the line, andin the casewith noise,it ignoredsegments of the line whichcouldnot be separatedfrom the noise.The calculatedanglefor all three caseswas 2.00°;the accuracyof thesereadingswasbetter than 0.005°. Thesemeasurements agreedwith the knownrotation, and the calculatedinterceptswerewithin 0.01pixelsof the knownintercept.By usingall of the pixels identified with the lines and weighted,least-squaresproceduresto calculate the slope and intercept, the resulting measurementswere two orders of magnitudebetter than the pixel resolution.
Computergeneratedisosceles triangleswereusedto representthe imagesof cones. These representations wererotatedthroughknownanglesanda smoothing algorithm wasusedto shade the edges. In Fig. 6 low andhigh resolutionsimulatedimagesare shown.In both casesthe filmreadingsoftwareaccuratelyidentified the pixels associated with the coneimages.The centroid methodcalculatedthe orientationof the coneas9.99°for thehigh resolutionimage;10.04°for the low resolutionimage.The actualvaluewas 10.00°. Thesemeasurements are not as goodas those for the simulatedfiducial-line images.The simulatedconeimagesare much shorter than the simulatedline images,lessinformationis available,andthe calculatedorientationof the coneis thereforeless accurate.However,the errors are less than the nominal errors for the manual method, +0.1%
Scanner Calibration
Repeatable errors in the film-reading measurements were introduced by the scanner. To minimize these errors, the scanner was calibrated using the following procedure. First, two parallel lines were created on a single sheet of paper using a laser printer. This sheet was then placed at several locations on the flatbed scanner and digitized. The slope and intercept for each line were then calculated using the software developed for the fiducial lines, and the distance between the two lines was determined.
The results are shown in Fig. 7 . The scanning unit of the Hewlett Packard ScanJet Plus is a horizontal unit that moves vertically down the page, and although the scanner is nominally 300 pixels per in., the widths and lengths of the scanned sections represented by each pixel are not constant. The variations in the measured distances in Fig. 7 are functions of the differences in these widths and lengths. Initial studies indicated that the widths of these sections are independent of the vertical location (within desired accuracy) and the lengths are independent of the horizontal location. In Fig. 7a the distance between two vertical lines is shown. The measured distance varies smoothly across the scanner, and the differences in the measurements are much smaller than the pixel size, on the order of +0.05 pixels. Hence, the width of the pixels is nearly constant. Although the difference in pixel widths is small, it is not random, and it can accumulate and affect the filmreading measurements.
A function has been included in the film-reading software that accounts for this variation.
The variation in the vertical height of the pixels, represented by the variation in distance between two horizontal lines ( Fig. 7b) , is not small and does not vary smoothly. This is the direction that the scanning unit moves, and it is not surprising that errors in this direction are larger. However, repeated tests have indicated that the distance measurements are repeatable, and a lookup table is used to correct the measured locations and distances.
Digitized Shadowgraphs The film-reading software was used to read fifteen side and fifteen bottom shadowgraphs for a single calibration shot in the HFFAF. For this calibration shot, a sphere model was used. The model velocity was 1.8 x 104 ft/sec, and the test section pressure was less than 5 × 10 -5 atm. The aerodynamic forces were negligible when compared to gravitational forces, and the model followed a parabolic trajectory. In addition to being read by the automated film reader, the shadowgraphs wereread twicemanually.The deviationof all three readingsfrom the calculated trajectoryis plottedin Fig. 8 . In the down-rangedirection(the x-direction)thereis somedeviationof all three readings from zero -the calculatedand experimental trajectoriesdo not coincide. This deviation is the result of facility calibrationerrors.However, thereis excellent agreement betweenall three readings, and any differencesbetweenthe automatedand manual results are on the order of the differences betweenthe two manualreadings.
In the vertical direction(z-direction), the agreement betweenthe automatedand manual readingsis not as good.This is a directresult of the difficulty in calibrating the scannerin the vertical direction;a morecarefulcalibrationin this directionshouldimprovethe results to the desired accuracy.
The horizontal swervemeasurements (y-direction)showundesirablylarge variations betweenthe automatedandmanualreadingsandbetweenthe two manualreadings.This is dueto the poorquality of the shadowgraphs for the bottomstations:the imagesare oftenvery light with little contrast,and properlydefiningthe fiducial lines using eitherthe automatedor the manual film readeris difficult. It shouldbe noted,however, that when the two manualreadingsare in closeagreement,the automatedreadingis alsoin closeagreement. In addition, the root mean squares(rms) of the residualsfor the automatedreadingsare generally smaller than the rms valuesfor the manualreadings.
Forthis sphereshot,the automated film readertookfar lesstime than the manualmethod. The entire shot, all thirty shadowgraphs, was read in approximatelythree hours. This time representsa sizablereductionfrom the eightor morehoursrequiredfor the manualfilm reader, andit shouldbeindependent ofthe model shape. A majorportionofthe threehourswasdedicated to digitizing the shadowgraphs; this includedthe time requiredfor placingthe shadowgraphs on the scanner,previewing the digitized image,selectingthe essentialportion of the image,making necessary contrast adjustments,and digitizing the final image.If digital camerasare used to take the shadowgraphs, as is plannedat the free-flightfacility of the Air ForceWright Laboratory ArmamentDirectorate (Eglin Air ForceBase), 7 the time requirementsfor readingfilm couldbe reducedevenfurther. Searchingfor the pixelsassociated with the flducial-lineand modelimages andthenusing least-squares methodsto calculatetheir positionsandorientationstooklessthan a minutefor goodimages.This processtooklongerfor imageswith poorcontrast sincethe search procedureshad difficulties in defining the fiducial lines or modelsand parametershad to be changed.
To further assessthe capabilitiesof the film-readingsoftware,shadowgraphs of a blunt coneweredigitized and read.Thesereadingswerethen compared to manual readings.In Fig. 9 representativeangular and positionmeasurements are shown.The rms valuesfor the fit of the calculatedtrajectoryto the manualand automated angularmeasurements are approximatelythe same:0.22°for the manual measurements, 0.18°for the automated readings. The position measurements are improved by almost a factor of two; the rms for the manual measurements is 0.0067 in.; for the automated readings, 0.0037 in. It should be noted that there is approximately a factor of two difference in scale between the shadowgraphs and the range measurements; hence, the film-readings are accurate to 0.0019 in. or 0.6 pixels. This is much larger than the few hundredths of a pixel obtained for the digitized parallel lines. The rms values for the digitized shadowgraph readings are larger for a variety of reasons.
One source of error is related to the quality of the shadowgraphs. In shadowgraphs with poor contrast, pixels associated with the fiducial-Iine and model images are difficult to identify. Furthermore, there are often scratches or gouges in the windows, and the images of these imperfections intersect the model image. If the model identification procedure does not identify all of the pixels associated with the model image or if it includes extra pixels, there will be measurement errors.In this case, the modelimagecouldgenerallybe separated from the shock,and the modelidentificationproceduredid not includepixelsassociated with the shock. The remainingsources of errorsincludethe calibrationof the scannerand the calibration of the facility. The difficulties causedby nonuniformpixel sizehavebeen discussedpreviously. Facility calibration errorscanbe caused by errorsin the measured locationsof the fiducial lines or by the shadowgraphsystem. One type of shadowgraphinduced error is causedby the shadowgraph light source. In the transition between shadowgraphreadings and range measurements, a collimatedlight sourceis assumed. However, the imagesof four plumb fiducial lines in the side-viewshadowgraphs arenot parallel,thus indicatingthat the light is not perfectly collimated.This will result in small errorsin the measuredmodelposition.Facility-calibration errorsand methodsfor minimizingtheseerrorsarediscussed in the followingsection. Fig. 10 residuals for three calibration shots are shown. Spheres were used for all three shots, and the test section pressures were on the order of 5 × 10 .5 atm. The measurements were made using the film-reading software.
Facility-Calibration Errors
The residuals are much larger than the desired one or two thousandths of an inch. The pattern in the residuals from one station to the next appears to be random. However, at each station the residuals are clustered about a single value and are not random. Hence, the source of the errors is the facility calibration and not the film reading.
A random pattern in the residuals from one station to the next is expected in the down range direction; the fiducial system in this direction consists of individual vertical wires at measured intervals. In the y-and z-directions, however, the fiducial lines are single catenary wires strung the entire length of the range. Smooth corrections were anticipated; these would represent corrections to the catenary wire equations that had been used to define the position of the wires at each station. However, the corrections in the y-and z-directions do not follow a smooth pattern, and some other factor, such as kinks along the entire length of the catenary wire or the non-parallel nature of the light sources, must be contributing to the errors.
The effects of errors in the facility calibration were removed by averaging the residuals for these three calibration shots and then correcting the measurements at each station by the average value. The residuals for the corrected measurements are shown in Fig. 11 . The rms value for the down range direction (x) has been reduced from 0.0079 to 0.0013 in.; for the horizontal swerve direction (y), from 0.0058 to 0.0019 in.; and for the vertical direction (z), from 0.0040 to 0.0011 in. Since there is a multiplication factor of two between the film and range coordinates, the rms values for the film-reading errors range from 0.0005 to 0.001 in.; this is better than one third pixel. It should be noted that at these velocities, the model travels approximately 0.001 in. during 5 nanoseconds, the timing uncertainty for the HFFAF. In Fig. 13 the residuals in the swerve direction are shown for several free-flight tests of Pioneer-Venus models at several different freestream conditions. The shadowgraphs for these shots were read manually. The residuals are large, and at each station they are clustered about a nonzero value. The facility calibration can be corrected by subtracting the average of the residuals at each station from the swerve measurements.
These corrections range from -0.011 to 0.012 in., and they are large compared to the amplitude of the swerve motion. Once the corrections for the facility calibration are made (solid line in Fig. 12 ), the swerve motion is sinusoidal.
It closely approximates the angular motion, and the calculated lift coefficient will be more accurate.
For the uncorrected data, the lift coefficient was calculated to be Techniques have been developed that differentiate between the fiducial-line images and noisy data. The accuracy of the automated readings is better than the pixel resolution, and it is equal to, or better than, the accuracy of the manual readings.
The time required for film reading has been reduced, and preliminary results can now be obtained within a day of the run. Hence, daily checks of the fiducial system are possible, and days of testing will not be wasted if the fiducial system is out of alignment.
Future additionsto the film-readingsoftwarewill includemethodsthat usethe second derivativeof the gray-scale plotsto definethe pixelsassociated with the modelimage.Methodsto differentiatebetweenthe modelimageandnoisydata will alsobe developed and implemented. Thesetwo additionsto the softwareinvolve only the modelidentification procedures. They are independent of the methodusedto calculatethe positionand orientationof the modelimage,i.e., the centroidmethod.As formulated,the centroidmethodcannotbe usedfor modelswhich do not have an axis of symmetryin their two-dimensional projection.It is often difficult to manually measurethe position andorientationof thesetypesof models,andnew methodsthat will accurately measurethe positionandorientationofthree-dimensional modelsmustbe developed.
By reducingboth the film-readingandfacility calibrationerrors, the quality of ballistic range results can be improved.The film-readingerrors can be reducedby using computersto reducedigitized shadowgraphs to positionand orientationmeasurements. The facility calibration errors can be minimized by tracking and correcting errors causedby inaccuraciesin the measuredfiducial-line locations.With these reductionsin the measurementerrors, accurate aerodynamic coefficientsfor very small amplitudemotionswill be possible. 
